
How to Make Prayer Beads     (seen at the Partners in Education Event in Nashville - Feb. 2010)                                                               

                  

Directions: 

1. Using needle-nose pliers, insert a “split” or “spacer” ring in the hole                                                                                         
in the cross, for the ribbon to go through. (The holes in small crosses                                                                                               
and pendants will likely be too small to receive the ribbon.)   

2. Clip the cross to a clipboard, with the spacer ring at the bottom.                                                                                 
Anchoring your work this way makes it much easier to handle. 

3. Cut a 20 inch length of 1/8 inch wide ribbon and slip it through                                                                                                   
the spacer ring. 

4. Match up the ends of the ribbon so that the center point of the ribbon                                                                                           
falls at the spacer ring. 

5. Thread each end of the ribbon through the first bead,                                                                                                            
one end coming from the left, and the other end from the right.                                                                                               
The ribbons will cross inside the bead. 

6. Pull the ends of the ribbon to tighten the bead up against the spacer ring.                                                                     
After stringing this first bead, you will need to adjust it so that the ribbon ends                                                                                
are once again even at the bottom. 

7. Repeat the above with each bead, pulling it snug after each bead.  
8. After the last bead is on, line up the ribbons and tie together with a secure                                                                         

overhand knot or square knot. Leave space for the beads to slide. See photo. 
 

After it is tied, the beads can be pulled, one at a time, toward the knot,                                                                                          

as each part of the prayer is offered. Slide them back again for more prayers. 
 

 

Helpful Hints:  
 

Pony beads (also called “crow beads“) are available on line from amazon.com                                                                              
and at craft stores. Most are plastic, but better-grade glass pony beads are also                                                                            
available at about 4 - 5 times the price of plastic.  
 

Inexpensive pony beads are available in craft stores in variegated packages;                                                                          but 
often you can see and feel the rough ridges left from the manufacturing molds.                                                                                                                  
The plastic beads from amazon.com are better quality, smoother to the touch,                                                                                                    
100 of the same color are about $1.50. Amazon provides many more color choices.  
 

Small crosses and attractive pendants are available in craft stores – but a bit pricey.                                                                                                          
Less expensive ones are available on eBay. Be alert for lead content in imported                                                                                
“silver” from China and elsewhere, especially if these will be accessible to young                                                                          
children who might put them in their mouths. 
 

Often the hole at the end of a pendant will not accommodate the 1/8 inch-wide ribbon.                                                                                         
You’ll need to get some small spacer rings, or split rings or “double rings” from a craft store.                                                                      
(They come in small packages, miniature versions of the split rings found on key chains.)  
 

The use of 10 beads in this set is optional. Here it mirrors the several sections of                                                                                
Roman Catholic rosary beads that are arranged in “decades” of 10. 

 
Submitted by JoAnne Bogart  -  joanne@bogarthome.net  

 

Prayer Beads 

You might want to list ten things for 

which you are grateful and thank 

God for each of them as you slide 

each bead along. 

You might want to repeat a verse of 

scripture or a line from a song              

as you slide each bead. 

You might want to pray for ten 

friends or family members. 

You might pray for ten countries in 

the world, or ten arenas of concern. 

You might want to simply slide the 

beads through your fingers          

and let your heart, mind and soul            

rest and relax! 

 

Supplies:                                                                                                                                                                                       

 a  20 inch length of ribbon, 1/8 inch wide  
 10  pony beads – size  6x9mm with a 3mm 

hole 
 one small cross/pendant (approx. 1 in. long)                                         
 one “split” or “spacer” ring  
 needle-nose pliers for attaching “spacer 

rings” to the cross/pendant 
 scissors 
 ruler 
 a clipboard for holding your work in place. 

 

 

Pony beads - 

also called   

“crow beads” 
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